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Abstract

We experimentally and numerically investigate a diagnostic method for detecting hidden
delamination in composite panels, using highly nonlinear solitary waves. Solitary waves are a
type of nonlinear waves with strong energy intensity and non-distortive nature, which can be
controllably generated in one-dimensional granular crystals. In this study, we use granular
crystals as a combined sensor and actuator to detect hidden delamination in carbon ﬁber
reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite panels. Speciﬁcally, we locally excite a CFRP composite
specimen using the granular crystal as an actuator and measure the reﬂected waves that carry the
specimen’s diagnostic information using the same device as a sensor. We ﬁrst investigate the
effect of the panel’s boundary conditions on the response of the reﬂected solitary waves. We then
investigate the interactions of a solitary wave with delamination hidden in the CFRP composite
specimen. Lastly, we deﬁne a damage index based on the solitary waves’ responses to identify
the location of the hidden delamination in the CFRP composite panel. The solitary wave-based
diagnostic method can provide unique merits, such as portable and fast sensing of composites’
hidden damage, thereby with the potential of being used for hot spot monitoring of compositebased structures.
Keywords: solitary wave, granular crystal, delamination
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction

fact that these damages are often invisible and difﬁcult to
diagnose.
In response to this, structural health monitoring (SHM)
and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of composite structures
have been topics of active research for the past decades. A
number of techniques have been proposed to identify hidden
damages in composites. As for the SHM techniques,
embedded or surface-mounted sensors have been widely
investigated. For example, previous studies have shown that
built-in piezoelectric ceramics can generate and record guided
waves that interact with the damages in composites [3–6]. It
has been also demonstrated that integrated ﬁber optic sensors

Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are widely used
in numerous engineering applications, such as aerospace,
civil, and renewable energy ﬁelds, owing to their high
speciﬁc strength, stiffness, and corrosion resistance [1, 2].
However, their complex microstructure, composed of multiple layers of ﬁber and matrix, entail complex damage modes,
e.g., ﬁber breakage, matrix crack, and delamination. One of
the biggest challenges of the FRP composites stem from the
4
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Figure 1. Experimental setup. (a) A granular crystal sensor/actuator prototype positioned at the center of the CFRP panel. Inset shows

schematic of a sensor bead positioned in the seventh particle from the top of the chain. (b) Schematic of the CFRP panel with the location of
ﬁxture (shaded long edges), artiﬁcial delaminations (white boxes), and inspection lines (dashed red lines).

can monitor strain-ﬁeld changes caused by damages in
composite structures [7–9]. In regard to the NDE approaches,
many techniques, including thermography, shearography,
X-radiography, eddy current, ultrasonic C-scan, and scanning
laser Doppler vibrometry have shown promising results [10–
13]. However, each of these technologies has its own limitations that prevent wide usage of them in composites
applications. In particular, the built-in sensors used for SHM
add more complexity to host structures, often interfering with
the functionality of the host structures and triggering false
alarms. On the other hand, stand-alone inspection apparatuses
for NDE are often bulky and expensive, limiting their
accessibility to complex or hidden structural regions. There
exist relatively simple inspection methods such as impactecho and pulse-echo methods, but in complicated structures, it
is hard to guarantee reliable diagnostic data due to their
limited accuracy.
In this study, we investigate a diagnostic method based
on a granular crystal sensor/actuator for fast and reliable
inspection of delamination in composites. The granular
crystal sensor/actuator is made of a one-dimensional chain of
beads [14–16]. This chain supports the formation and propagation of highly nonlinear solitary waves, which are a type
of nonlinear wave packets with compact waveforms [17, 18].
These solitary waves exhibit unique mechanical properties,
such as high energy intensity, robustness, and controllable
wave speed [19]. In this research, we excite carbon FRP
composite samples with solitary waves via direct mechanical
contact between the granular crystal and the FRP sample. The
injected solitary wave excites the composite specimen locally,
thereby creating stress waves that interact with the hidden
delaminations in the panel.
The granular crystal performs not only as an actuator,
but also as a sensor by measuring the reﬂected solitary

waves generated from the interface between the granular
crystal and the plate. Previous researches have reported that
solitary waves’ reﬂections are extremely sensitive to the
material properties, geometry, and boundary conditions of
the bounding medium [20–22]. Therefore, when used in
composite diagnostics, we can assess the presence of delamination by interpreting the reﬂected solitary waves. In this
research, we fabricate a carbon ﬁber reinforced polymer
(CFRP) plate with hidden artiﬁcial delamination and conduct inspection mapping of this panel using a prototype of
granular crystal sensor/actuator. We analyze the temporal
proﬁles of reﬂected solitary waves and predict the locations
of delamination based on the diagnostic signals contained in
the reﬂected solitary waves. Also, we calculate a damage
index to quantify the scattering of the reﬂected solitary
waves. To understand the scattering behavior of the solitary
waves, we numerically simulate their interaction with the
delamination using ﬁnite element (FE) analysis. The
experimental and numerical results indicate that the solitary
wave-based diagnostic method is efﬁcient in identifying
hidden delamination underneath the inspection spots, making it suitable for quick hot spot monitoring of composite
structures.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: ﬁrst, we
describe the experimental setup in section 2 and numerical
model in section 3. We show the interaction of a solitary wave
with the pristine panel at various locations and discuss the
effect of boundary conditions on wave reﬂection in
section 4.1. The inspection results from the delaminations
located at the center and the edge of the CFRP panel are
discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Lastly, in
section 5, we conclude the paper with summary and
future work.
2
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2. Experimental setup

unit and the composite panel. For the composite panel, we use
solid elements (linear brick element C3D8R) to account for
the anisotropic mechanical properties of the CFRP material
and the wave propagation in it. The elastic properties of
unidirectional CFRP ply are E11=143.4 GPa, E22=
E33=9.27 GPa, G12=G13=3.8 GPa, G23= 3.2 GPa,
v12=v13=0.31, v23=0.52 where the subscript 1,2, and 3
represent the carbon ﬁber-, transverse of the ﬁber- and the
thickness-directions of the ply, respectively [25]. The density
of the composite panel is ρp=1850 kg m−3 according to the
information provided by the ACP Composite Inc.
In granular crystals, the nonlinear Hertzian contact
between particles is critical to generate solitary waves [16].
However, direct modeling of the spherical Hertzian contact
using solid or axisymmetric planar elements requires an
extremely ﬁne mesh at the contact interface [26] (e.g., see the
right inset of ﬁgure 2). FE simulations demand an extensive
amount of computational resources and time. For the sake of
efﬁciency, we simplify this spherical chain into point masses
connected with nonlinear axial springs [17], as shown in the
middle inset of ﬁgure 2. In this discrete element model, the
nonlinear springs represent the Hertzian contact interaction
between neighboring spheres (see the left inset of ﬁgure 2),
whose force-displacement relationship can be expressed as
F = bd 3/2 where F and d are the contact force and an
approach between the two particles, respectively. The contact
coefﬁcient b is deﬁned as follows:

Figure 1 shows an experimental setup consisting of a
granular crystal sensor/actuator prototype and a CFRP plate
clamped at ﬁxture. The granular crystal sensor/actuator is
composed of 20 stainless steel beads (type-440C, elastic
modulus E=200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio=0.26, density=
7800 kg m−3 [23]), which have an identical radius R=
9.53 mm and a mass m=28.2 g. This chain of particles is
supported vertically by four steel rods. We generate a solitary
wave by applying mechanical impact on the top of the chain.
For a consistent and controllable excitation, we drop a sphere
(identical to the constituent beads of the chain) from a 5 mm
height using a solenoid. The solitary wave propagating
through the chain is measured by a sensor bead, which contains a calibrated piezoelectric ceramic disc (inset in
ﬁgure 1(a)). Details of the sensor conﬁguration and its calibration procedure can be found in [24]. The sensor bead is
positioned in the seventh particle position from the top of the
chain to allow enough distance from both the striker and the
plate. The signal generated from the piezoelectric disc is
recorded by an oscilloscope.
In this study, we test two CFRP panels: one with hidden
artiﬁcial delamination and the other with no delamination, as
a reference case. Both panels are manufactured using commercial grade carbon ﬁber prepregs (ACP Composite Inc.)
with the layup angle of [5(0/90)]S and the dimensions of
914 mm×610 mm×4 mm as shown in ﬁgure 1(b). For the
damaged plate, we include two artiﬁcial delamination defects
at the center and in the corner of the plate (see ﬁgure 1(b)).
These delaminations are created by embedding a single layer
of 0.292 mm thin polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE or Teﬂon)
ﬁlm in the middle of the laminate during the fabrication
process. The central delamination is located at the exact
center of the plate with a size of 25.4×25.4 mm, while the
one in the corner is positioned 102 mm away from the side
with a 50.8 mm×25.4 mm size. The Teﬂon ﬁlm in the
corner is removed after the curing process, creating an empty
slit between plies.
We ﬁx long-edge sides of the CFRP panel using fasteners
and clamps and scan the panel using the sensor/actuator unit
attached in the movable supporting frame (ﬁgure 1(a)). To
investigate the effect of panel’s boundary conditions and the
delamination, we scan the panel along the two inspection
paths as shown by the dashed lines in ﬁgure 1(b). For the
middle inspection path, we scan 19 points with 25.4 mm
spacing, while in the corner path, we inspect 13 points with
10 mm spacing. For each inspection point, we conduct ﬁve
measurements for statistical treatments, ensuring the repeatability of the acquired data.

b=

E 2R

(

3 1 - v2

)

,

(1 )

where E, R, and v are Young’s modulus, radius, and
Poisson’s ratio of the sphere, respectively [27].
For the coupling between the last particle in the chain and
the CFRP plate, we use solid elements (tetrahedral element
C3D10) as shown in the right inset in ﬁgure 2. The choice of
tetrahedral elements allows capturing the dynamic interaction
between the last particle and the plate, because depending on
the inspection point, the plate can develop not only out-ofplane (i.e., z-direction), but also in-plane motions. For the
direct contact interactions at the interface, we use a penalty
contact algorithm supported in ABAQUS/standard. To link
this discrete element model with the full-scale FE model at
the interface, we feed the nodal displacement information of
the last particle into the central mesh of the last particle (see
the inset of ﬁgure 2). Note that for the accuracy of the
numerical simulations, we use a ﬁne mesh near the contact
region. This is to account for the local deformation and the
corresponding stress concentration of the sphere in the vicinity of the contact region. For the computational efﬁciency,
we use a minimal mesh density in this contact region, which
is determined by a mesh convergence test. Here, we gradually
increase the mesh density of the sphere and plate in the
contact region and compare the contact behavior of the FE
model with that from the Hertzian contact relationship [27].
We ﬁnd the minimal mesh density that ensures the agreement
with the analytical prediction.

3. Numerical model
We simulate the solitary wave propagation in the granular
sensor/actuator and its interaction with the CFRP panel using
a commercial FE program (ABAQUS/standard). Figure 2
shows a combined FE model of the granular sensor/actuator
3
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Figure 2. Finite element model of the granular crystal and the CFRP plate under contact. The insets show the Hertzian interaction relationship

(left), the discrete element model of the granular chain (middle), and the contact model between the last particle in the chain and the CFRP
plate (right).

Figure 3. (a) Wave propagation in the granular crystal chain and its interaction with the pristine composite panel (b) Experimental force

proﬁles in solid curves are measured from sensor bead located at the seventh bead position along the middle inspection path. The
corresponding FE analysis results are also shown in dashed red curves.

4. Results and discussion

force proﬁle calculated at every contact point between particles in the granular chain. For example, the ﬁrst curve (from
the left) shows the contact force between the striker and the
topmost sphere in the chain. The last curve (black solid line in
ﬁgure 3(a)) shows the force interaction between the last
sphere and the composite panel. From this spatio-temporal
map, we observe that a single solitary wave is generated upon
the impact on the top of the chain and propagates down the
granular crystal with a single-humped waveform (see the
arrow indicating the incident wave in ﬁgure 3(a)). The solitary

4.1. Boundary condition effect

Before we inspect the delaminated plate, we begin by
investigating the responses of a solitary wave interacting with
the pristine plate at various inspection points. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatio-temporal plot of solitary waves propagating
along the granular sensor/actuator, when it is positioned in
the center of the pristine panel. Each curve represents the
4
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Figure 4. (a) Time of ﬂight (TOF) of the ﬁrst reﬂected waves measured at the seventh particle position. Inset shows how we quantify the TOF

and the amplitude ratio. (b) Amplitude ratio of the ﬁrst reﬂected wave with respect to the incident wave. Blue squares denote the FEM results,
while the red dots with error bars show the average and the standard deviations of the experimental results.

wave propagating through the chain interacts with the composite panel at the bottom, and this interaction generates the
formation of multiple wave reﬂections (see the arrows corresponding to these reﬂected waves).
Figure 3(b) shows the proﬁles of incident and reﬂected
waves measured by the seventh particle (the location of the
sensor bead in experiments), when inspecting the pristine
panel along the central line of the plate. The ﬁrst curve corresponds to the measurement from the smallest x-coordinate
(see ﬁgure 1(b)), and the solid (dashed) curves represent
experimental (numerical) results, respectively. It should be
noted that the force proﬁle recorded by the PZT-embedded
sensor represents the average of the contact force felt at the
two contact interfaces of the sphere [24]. Therefore, the
numerical force history in ﬁgure 3(b) is identical to the
average of seventh and eighth contact force proﬁles (red and
green curves) in ﬁgure 3(a).
In ﬁgure 3(b), the ﬁrst impulse, visible around 0.3 ms, is
an incident solitary wave, while the subsequent impulses are
reﬂected waves. For all the inspections conducted in this
study, the waveform of the incident wave is identical due to
the uniform excitation conditions of the granular crystal.
However, the shape of the reﬂected waves varies depending
on the location of the inspection point (e.g., distance from the
clamped boundaries) or the presence of delamination underneath the inspection point. To analyze the boundary effects
ﬁrst, we calculate the time of ﬂight (TOF) of the ﬁrst reﬂected
solitary wave, which is deﬁned as the temporal distance
between the incident and the ﬁrst reﬂected waves, as shown in
the inset of ﬁgure 4(a). We also calculate the amplitude ratio,
which is the relative magnitude of the ﬁrst reﬂected solitary
wave to the incident one (Aref Ain ). Figures 4(a) and (b) show
the TOF and amplitude ratio as a function of the inspection
position, respectively. It is obvious that the reﬂected solitary
waves are signiﬁcantly affected by the boundary condition of
the composite panel. In the vicinity of the boundary, reﬂected

waves exhibit shorter TOF and higher amplitude ratios. The
authors’ previous study on simple metallic plates has shown
that such faster and stronger repulsion of solitary wave is
attributed to the large coefﬁcient of restitution expected when
a spherical striker hits a plate near the ﬁxed support [28]. In
ﬁgure 4, however, if the inspection point is approximately
170 mm apart from the ﬁxed boundary, the boundary effect
becomes negligible and the responses of the ﬁrst reﬂected
solitary waves become identical regardless of the distance to
the ﬁxed boundary.
The boundary effect on the solitary waves’ reﬂection can
be explained by the behavior of the ﬂexural waves propagating in the plate during the interaction time between the
granular crystal and the plate. To calculate the interaction
time of the last sphere with the panel, we consider a single
spherical striker impacting on a ﬂat plate. In this case, we can
analytically obtain the contact time Tc [21, 28, 29]:
Tc = m2/5V0-1/5 Ap-2/5 tc,

(2 )

where m and V0 are striker mass and velocity. Ap is a contact
coefﬁcient between the sphere and plate [27]:
Ap =

4 R
3

-1
⎛ 1 - v2
1 - vp2 ⎞
s
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ .
+
Ep ⎠
⎝ Es

(3 )

Here the subscripts s and p represent sphere and plate,
respectively. tc is a dimensionless contact time obtained by
solving a non-dimensionalized equation of motion for the
sphere impacting on a plate (see [21, 28, 29] for details). We
apply this analytical expression to the interaction of the
granular chain with the composite panel by using an
equivalent quasi-particle approach [30–32]. In the quasiparticle approach, we describe the solitary wave propagation
—with a wavelength of approximately ﬁve particle diameters
[17]—as the motion of a single particle having equivalent
mass me = 1.4m and velocity Ve = 0.682V0, where m and V0
are the single particle mass and striker’s velocity [30–32].
5
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Figure 5. Image maps of the reﬂected solitary waves along the central inspection line. Numerical results obtained from (a) Pristine panel and

(b) Damaged panel with artiﬁcial delamination. (c) Scattering of the two signals in (a) and (b). (d) Scattering signal obtained from
experiments.

Given the parameters used in this study, we obtain the
dimensionless contact time tc = 3.8, corresponding to an
actual contact time Tc = 0.33 ms. We ﬁnd that this agrees
well the contact time obtained from the FE simulation
(0.34 ms) with 3% error.
We can calculate the traveling distance of ﬂexural waves
in the plate during the interaction time calculated above. The
speed of these ﬂexural waves can be expressed as follows:
c = k Ep rp ,

solitary wave is identical regardless of the measurement
positions (see the red colored region around 1.8 ms in
ﬁgure 5(a)). Note that this insensitivity cannot be found in the
subsequent solitary waves (e.g., waves around 2.2∼2.5 ms),
since these secondary reﬂections of the solitary waves are
affected by the ﬂexural waves reﬂected from the ﬁxed
boundaries of the plate. Once again, we focus only on the
study of the primary reﬂected solitary waves, although
investigation of the subsequent reﬂected solitary waves may
provide additional, useful diagnostic information.
Figure 5(b) shows the FE results obtained from the
damaged plate. We observe that the reﬂected solitary waves
show a noticeable perturbation around x=300 mm. This
anomaly becomes more evident when we calculate the scattered signals, by subtracting the pristine panel’s data from this
damaged plate’s signal (ﬁgure 5(c)). We observe pronounced
scattering of reﬂected waves in positions corresponding to the
location of the delamination defect. The experimental data
presented in ﬁgure 5(d) corroborate the numerical result
qualitatively.
It is interesting to note that the solitary wave reﬂected at
the delamination point is stronger than the one obtained in the
same position from the pristine panel. Similarly, we also ﬁnd
that its TOF is shorter than that from the pristine one. To
understand this, we numerically compare the temporal force
proﬁles at two interfaces: one between the 19th and the 20th
spheres in the granular crystal sensor/actuator, and the other
between the panel and the last sphere (20th sphere in the
chain), as shown in ﬁgures 6(a) and (b) respectively. The
pristine panel (solid curves) shows higher contact forces and
the shorter contact times compared to those obtained in the
damaged panel (dashed curves in ﬁgure 6(b)). This is because
the delamination in the damaged panel reduces the local
bending stiffness of the panel, which induces softer contact
with larger deﬂections (see the inset of ﬁgure 6(b) for the
displacement proﬁles at the contact interface). In the contact
force proﬁles between the 19th and the 20th spheres, however, the damaged panel shows larger amplitude than that of

(4 )

where the effective elastic modulus (Ep) is calculated to be
76.3 GPa from lamination theory [2] and k is a parameter that
depends on the wave modes. The ﬁrst antisymmetric Lamb
wave mode (A0-mode) is the most dominant wave mode in
the panel under the low frequency transverse excitations. The
wave speed of the A0-mode depends on the wave frequency,
and in the previous study, it has been shown that k is roughly
0.2 when the plate is excited by a solitary wave [21]. This
results in the wave speed c » 1300 m s−1, which agrees
reasonably well with the wave speed estimated from the FE
simulation (c » 1200 m s−1). From these contact time and
wave speed calculations, we can estimate a distance of
ﬂexural waves traveling during the interaction time between
the granular crystal and the plate. The critical distance for
which boundary effects do not affect the ﬁrst wave reﬂection
can be expresses as Lc = cTc 2. Using the estimated contact
time and wave speed, we obtain the critical distance as
Lc  210 mm, which covers the ﬂuctuating region of the
TOF and amplitude ratio plots as seen in ﬁgures 4(a) and (b).
4.2. Inspection of delamination at the plate center

We investigate the delamination present in the center of the
plate, located far enough from the boundary to avoid
boundary effects (as discussed in the previous section).
Figure 5 shows the numerical and experimental surface maps
of the reﬂected solitary waves in the vicinity of the central
delamination. As seen from the numerical results of the
pristine plate (ﬁgure 5(a)), we conﬁrm that the ﬁrst reﬂected
6
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needs to be from Tr1 to Tr2 for the reﬂected waves, which
denote the beginning and ending of the ﬁrst reﬂected wave.
For the incident wave in the denominator of equation (5), the
corresponding integration domain is from Ti1 to Ti2, which
encompasses the incident part of the propagating waves. In
ﬁgure 7, we ﬁnd that the damage indices from the FE
simulation and the experiment show good agreement,
denoting large peaks at the delamination position at
x=305 mm. However, the damage index from the experiment is smaller than that from the FE simulation. This is
because the magnitude of the measured solitary wave is
reduced by the damping in the system.
4.3. Inspection of delamination in the plate edge

In this section, we discuss the inspection of the delamination positioned at the panel boundary. Figures 8(a) and (b)
show reﬂected solitary waves from the pristine panel and
the damaged panel, respectively. As the inspection location
is farther away from the boundary, the wave reﬂection
becomes more delayed, as explained in section 4.1.
Figures 8(c) and (d) show the scattering signals from the
FE analysis and experiment, respectively. They qualitatively agree with each other, showing large signal scattering at the delamination locations (76.6 mm∼102 mm).
We compare the numerical and experimental damage index
in ﬁgure 9, where we observe the increase of the damage
index at the delamination positions. Notably, within the
delamination region, the numerical damage index shows a
decreasing trend as the inspection location becomes farther
away from the ﬁxed boundary. This could be due to the
complex wave dynamics between the diagnostic solitary
wave and the ﬂexural waves that depart from and return to
the inspection point within the interaction time between the
granular crystal sensor/actuator and the delaminated
composite plate. We ﬁnd that this diagnostic approach
based on solitary wave is highly site-speciﬁc, identifying
the damage locations only when the delamination is located
underneath the inspection positions. This could be a limiting factor for remote sensing purposes. However, if an
inspection medium contains locally variant damage proﬁles, this site-speciﬁc nature of the solitary wave-based
diagnostic scheme could be advantageous in identifying
such damage.

Figure 6. Contact forces (a) between 19th and 20th sphere and (b)

between the last (20th) sphere and panel. Blue lines show the
interaction with pristine panel and red lines show the interaction with
the panel having artiﬁcial delamination. The inset in (b) shows
displacement histories of the composite panel at the contact points.

the pristine panel in the ﬁrst reﬂection (see the wave around
1.1 ms in ﬁgure 6(a)). This is because the damaged panel
induces a larger momentum transmission to the granular
crystal during the extended contact time, though its force
magnitude is lower than that in pristine panel. By calculating
the area under the ﬁrst envelop of this force-time curve, we
obtain that the transferred momentum is 0.0034 Nm for the
damaged panel, which is approximately 10% larger than the
pristine panels’ momentum (0.0031 Nm). It should be noted
that such larger magnitude of the reﬂected solitary wave leads
to the reduction of TOF, because the speed of solitary wave
depends on its amplitude as V µ F1/6, where V and F are the
wave speed and amplitude, respectively [17, 22].
For the quantiﬁcation of the solitary wave scattering, we
deﬁne a damage index as below:
⎡
DI = ⎢
⎣

òT

Tr 2

r1

⎡f
⎣ refl

damage

- frefl

pristine ⎤2

⎦ dt /

òT

Ti2

i1

5. Conclusions

⎤1/2
f in2 dt ⎥ ,
⎦

In this study, we numerically and experimentally demonstrate
a solitary wave-based diagnostic technique for the detection
of delamination in the ﬁber-reinforced polymer composite
panel. We generate diagnostic solitary wave using a combined sensor and actuator made of granular crystals. We inject
solitary waves to speciﬁc spots of the composite plate and
measure the reﬂected solitary waves using the same apparatus. We ﬁnd that the reﬂection patterns of solitary waves are
highly sensitive to the boundary conditions of the plate and
the existence of hidden delamination. Particularly, we ﬁnd

(5 )
damage

pristine

where frefl
and frefl
represent the force proﬁles of
the solitary waves reﬂected from the damaged and pristine
panels, and fin denotes the incident solitary wave’s proﬁle
which is identical for both damaged and pristine cases. For
the calculation of this damage index, we accounted for the
primary portion of the reﬂected waves (i.e., primary reﬂected
wave). Thus, the time span of the integration in equation (5)
7
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Figure 7. Comparison of the damage index for the central delamination inspections between the FE simulation (dashed curve with red

squares) and the experiment result (solid curve with hollow circles).

Figure 8. Image maps of the reﬂected solitary waves along the sideline inspection. Numerical results from (a) Pristine panel and (b) damaged

panel with artiﬁcial delamination. (c) Scattering signals from the data in (a) and (b). (d) Scattering signals obtained from the experiments.

Figure 9. Comparison of the damage index from FE simulation with experiment along the side inspection line.
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